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ON THE THEORY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING
FROM A RAINDROP SPLASH A

I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in electromagnetic scattering by splashes derives primarily from interest in the effect of'
rain on radar sea backscatter. Radar operators will tell you that rain tends to suppress sea back-
scatter, and the observations of operators should always be taken seriously. Yet there has been little
in the way of reliable, Quantitative experimental information about the interaction between rain and
rain-driven sea backscatter, and no real theory whatsoever. Laboratory measurements by Moore. et
al, [19791 with artificial "rain" suggested that for light "winds" the backscatter level increased with
rain rate, while for heavy winds rain made little difference. In measurements in natural rain over the
Chesapeake Bay, Hansen 119841 found that even a light rain (2 mm/hr) changes the spectral character
of sea backscatter at moderate wind speeds t6 rn/sec) by introducing a significant high frequency com-
ponent. He also found some evidence in support of the radar operators at low grazing angles with
horizontal polarization, which is the most common operating regime for Navy radars. Since these
two studies constitute the total published effort on this problem, an understanding of the complex
phenomenology of rain/sea-scatter interactions will have to be approached essentially from scratch.

This paper takes a first step by developing a model for scattering from an isolated splash and
applying this model to a statistical description of the radar cross section of natural rain splashes on a
"calm" water surface.

II. THE SPLASH PROCESS ,.

Not everyone likes the rain, but there are few who have not wondered at the unexpected display
of a raindrop falling on a water surface - the explosive jet rising from the center, the fleeting silver
ring that vanishes almost before you realize what it is. Over 100 years ago, his fascination with this
event led Worthington 11882, 19621 to develop a remarkable photographic system for recording the
process with millisecond precision, using "state-of-the-art" equipment of his day. His raindrop was a
ball of water rolled off a smoked watchglass, activated by a magnetic latch which also opened the
shutter of a wet-plate camera whose emulsion he had freshly mixed. After a suitable delay. a bank of'
Leyden Jars was discharged into an arc to illuminate the scene with a flash of millisecond duration.
Some examples of his wizardry are seen in Fig. I. where we see the three basic structures associated
with a splash: the "crown." the "'stalk" (or "'plume'" or "'jet"), and the "'ring wave.'" Since then.
of course, the beauty and novelty of the event. captured easil by modern high-speed flash photogra-
phy. have made stop-action and slow-motion photos of splashes familiar to almost everyone. A gal-
lery of photos taken recently by Cavaleri 11985] is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. %

It is clear from the photographic evidence that the splash process produces three well-defined
structures whose dimensions seem to be related to the drop d anicter 1). They occur in time *

sequence, with the entire process proceding as follows: First a "'crown'' with an irrcgilar upper
boundary grows from the initial impact to a height of abut I I) and dianietcr o 3-4 1). The growtlhI
and decay of' the ''crown'' lasts about 50 milliseconds, lca, ing an el evated ring of \,atcr moving out

Maru'.cript ipr 't'd AupllI 2". 19 7
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from the site with a central depression at its center. The floor of this central depressi(,n rises into a .°

kind of cone, from which grows a "stalk" carrying a ball of liquid at its top. The stalk diameter
seems to be about 3/4 D and reaches a maximum height of 4-6 D. Its growth and decay lasts 100-
200 msec, and as it reaches its peak and starts to decay, the ball may be squeezed off, with the
column separating into several droplets (Fig. 3) - or it may not (Fig. 2). The collapsing stalk pro-
duces a second annular wave that propagates outward in pursuit of the original "crown" wave, the
whole thing preceded by what appears to be a set of waves of very small wavelength (parasitic capil-
laries?) If secondary droplets have been squeezed off in the stalk, they fall back to form much
weaker systems of secondary "ring waves." Variations in the details of the splash process are prob-
ably due to variations in such parameters as surface and drop temperatures, surface cleanliness, drop
size and velocity. For large, high-speed drops, for example, the walls of the "crown" are seen to --

meet over the top of the initial crater to form a "bubble."

The detailed hydrodynamics of the splash process is not well understood. In fact, the major
reference for rain-like splashes remains the mostly descriptive work by Worthington cited aboc. The
more recent work on splashes is directed toward special cases - e.g., high-velocity impacts IEngel.
19661, and low-angle sprays in which drops bounce off the surface like skipping stones IJavaratne and
Mason, 19641. However, some insights into general splash dynamics may be found in these refer-
ences. For example, in Engel's experiments the falling drop was dyed red, and white particles werc
suspended in the target water to help visualize the resulting internal flow patterns. It was found that
the ball atop the "'stalk" contained the red dye of the original falling drop. and that the growth and"
decay of the crown and the emergence of the stalk were associated with an oscillating toroidal vor-
ticity. But knowledge of the physics of splashes is really not necessary for the development of scatter-
ing models. It is sufficient to to know the structural forms of the various parts of the splash. and
photographic evidence of the type seen in the Figures above can provide this Information.

111. SPLASH SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

In the first recorded measurement of its kind. Hansen 119841 measured radar backscattcr versus
rain rate from a "calm" natural water surface. This was done over the Chesapeake Ba, using an X-
band radar with both horizontal and vertical polarizations. A patch of calm water surface was under
illumination Just as it started to rain, and as the rain intensity steadily increased, the record shown in
Fig. 4 was obtained. While it is dangerous to generalize from a single measureniew. it is clear that
fOr this rain sample, at least, there was a strong polarization dependence at low iain rates, while at
the higher rain rates, both polarizations reached backscatter levels equal to those fOr a moderatc
wind-driven sea at the same grazing angle (about -40 dBm 2/, 2 at 2" grazing.)

In order to determine the scattering cross sections of individual splashes. Hansen set up a
laboratory experiment in which scattering from splashes produced in a laboratorv tank by drops of
known size was measured using a high-resolution time - domain rellectonicter 11985. 1986). This
instrument recorded the time history of scattering from the entire splash process on a split-screen
display. which showed this history updated at 17 msec intervals along with a snapshot of the instan-
tancous state of the developing splash. An example of such a sequence is given in Fig. 5 for xerti-
ca!l\ polari/ed backscatter. Figure 6 shows two pairs of records of the complete scattering process.
with V-P I on the top and H-Pol below', the first for a drop of 4imm diameter and the second for a
3rirni drop. )rops of the same size tended to give similar results (observe the close similarit',
between the scattering profiles in Figs. 5 and 6a for the same size drop), so the differences between
the 41nm and 311in return,. indicate the nature of drop-size sensitivities in the scattering process. It
shinId be n' ted that the two polarizations could not be recorded simultaneously for the saine drop. so %
the upper and lower records in Fig. 6 belong to two dif ferent drops of the same si/c. We will he di.s-
tciss ing these rect rds in greater detail in the next secti. -
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This meager body of scattering data is about all there is at the present time, and the laboratory
data cannot really be considered representative of natural rain, since the drops fell through distances
short of those reQuired to reach terminal velocity in the open air. Nevertheless, the splashes produced ..%
in the laboratory and in nature look very similar, and it is the look, rather than the detailed physics,
of the splash process that we will use to guide our modeling efforts.

IV. MODELING CROWN AND STALK SCATTER

Both crown and stalk have cylindrical symnetrv. so it is tempting to model them as finite water
cylinders standing out of an infinite water surface. A full-scale boundary value problem even for this
simple geometry would be quite difficult to solve, so we revert to an even simpler ad hoc model in
which the cylinders are quasi-metallic (impenetrable) and the water surface enters simply as a reflect-
ing plane with a prescribed relection coefficient.

The basic scattering geometry is shown in Fig. 7. \,here the scattering cylinder is represented by
a stack of discs, each being a slice of an infinite cylinder illuminated from, and scattering into, the
pair of possible paths created by the presence of the surface. The scattered field for each disc is writ-
ten in terms of radial eigenfunction expansions appropriate to illumination of an infinite cylinder by
plane waves arriving along the direct and surface-reflected paths and returning to the source along
these same paths. Then. as described in the Appendix. the total scattered field is assembled by
integrating over the stack of discs. This approach is an elaboration of the procedure used by Kerr
119521 to calculate the scattering from metallic cylinders ignoring end effects. Kerr treats an isolated
perfectly conducting finite cylinder of length h illuminated broadside (;k = 0) by either vertically
(Ei. = E, .) or horizontally (Ely = El ) polarized waves. The expressions given by Kerr for the
cross sections are well known:

4h 2  0 J, (ka)
F, - (-I)" (2- 6,,,,)

7r' H, (ka)

4h2 (-I)" (2 - 6 ) ,(ka) 12 (2)
7r n H l', k

where J,, is the ordinary Bessel function, H, is the (outgoing wave) Hankel function, k 27r/X. and
6,, is the Kronecker delta. By the procedure described in the Appendix. a multipath factot is intro
duced to account for the reflecting surface, and an additional Lactor. D2. accounts for the flci that the
cylinder is nmade of water. With these modifications. (I( and (2) take the form:

4n , ,/,, (ka cos
4 -i - E v-1)" (2 . .. .l', c6si0 ) .h i. (3)

41)211 J ( "2 ,4,(.(All Cos /~,J 4-.. .-- (.21 6,,, ) tt,- a o , .- - -- "-- --.- /1 (4 )
7r nk Co

where -' depends on the complex reflection coefficicnts for the water strfacC and is pi1 in I A5).
and 1D2 [ are empirical factors. A further assumption required in the conversion of (H') and (2) into

(3) and (4) is that at the disc surfaces. the exterior boundarv conditions for a highly reflectiXe surtac
'resemble" those for a perfectly conducting surtace. Solutions for a dielectric cylinder Isee King and

Wu. 1959. Chapt. 21 would indicatc that this is a gt)od assUmption for Ibm t ,+ater V IM N1ders. More
over, in comparing the backscatter cross sectio ns of metal and sxater sphcres,. Aden [Kinte and \V'l,

hc. cit.] found that the scatterine, behavior \ersus ka kas,, irtiiall\ the sa.i c, both theoreicall, mind

_, -..., .,C . ', . -, -,. .- -_. ... . .' .. ..- ' ,'2,2 25 . " . " .' .'. """ . , . "- . "."-"-". .- +. ,,.- 5-.. ... , ,% ..% * ', .



experimentally, only the mean cross section level for the water spheres was about half that for the
metal spheres. This result supports our "resemblance" assumption, and suggests a value of about 0.5
for the empirical factor D2 . (The reflection coefficient of a plane water surface is about 0.75 at
microwave frequencies, further supporting this choice.) The wall of the "crown" is seen to be quite
thin in some of the photographs, so we might be concerned whether a solid-post model is suitable for
this structure. However, calculations of the reflection coefficient for a thin sheet of water Isee Strat-
ton, 1941, p. 5151 indicate that at X-band, at least, the reflection coefficient remains quite high for
thicknesses down to about 0.25mm, which is certainly very thin.

The cross sections can be expressed more compactly by letting (4 /r) times the respective sum
terms in (3) and (4) be denoted by the symbol CV.1, putting D2 = (1/2), and writing

aVH (a,h f ) (1!/2) C V 'u (ka cos )' h2 IF vf. f k:kh) 2 (5)

where the dependence on cylinder radius, a, height, h, and illuminating frequency, f. and grazing
angle , is made explicit. The cylindrical scattering factors C ' 11 were computed from their eigen-
function expansions, with the results shown in Fig. 8. The multipath factor Fi '  depends on fre-
quency through both kh and the complex reflection coefficient Rv(f, ); for horizontal polarization,
R 1 - - I for almost all frequencies at relatively low grazing angles. The factors I Fi 1 12 are plot-
ted in Fig. 9 for sea water, using the amplitude and phase of RI at 3 cm. (X-band) given in Saxton
and Lane 119551.

A. Application of the Metallic Cylinder Model:

We will begin by applying the simple scattering model outlined above to the crown and stalk phases
of a splash event characterized by the parameters of the particular measurement recorded in Fig. 6a:
X-band radar (10 Ghz) viewing the splash of a 4 mm drop at a grazing angle of 15. It will be
necessary to make certain assumptions about the dimensions and time behavior of the splash struc-
tures. Both crown and stalk will be assumed to rise and fall linearly over their lifetimes, the crown
lasting 50 msec and rising to a maximum height of ID (4mm) with a mean diameter of 3D (12mm), %
while the stalk lasts 150msec, rising to 6D (24mm) with a diameter of (3/4)D (3mm). Thus in Eqn.
(5) the crown will have ka,. = 1.3 with a maximum kh,. = 0.8, and the stalk ka, = 0.3 with a max-
imui kit, = 5. The resulting time histories of the crown and stalk cross sections are plotted in Fig.
10 for both horizontal and vertical polarizations. For scaling, we have shown the return from a 41m
spherical water drop as it would be seen at the peaks of the interference pattern above the surface for P
both polarizations (V-Pol line at -14dBcm 2: H-Pol at -7dBcm 2). Their difference is due to the dif-
ferent surface reflection coefficients for the two polarizations.

In comparing the model predictions in Fig. 10 with the actual measurements in Fig. 6. the almost
total disagreement for the vertically polarized stalk returns is most striking. But there are also some
strong similarities that become clearer if Fig. 10 is plotted against the same linear power scale that
was used in Fig. 6. This is done in Fig. I la. using the peak of the vertical crown return as a reter-
ence for comparison with the first 200resec of the experimental curve sketched below it (Fig. I lb.
sketched from Fig. 6a.) The small returns on the left in the experimental records are ascribed h
Hansen to the passage of the bare drop through the interference pattern above the surface before it
strikes, so these levels should correspond to the "bare drop" cross sections given in Fig. 10. Bare-
drop returns, are simulated on Fig. I la by short vertical lines at the approximate locations one x Noulk ,

expect them to occur relative to the splash process. There is a bit of ambiguity in properly identil\
Ing the small pips in this part of the records (for example. Hansen has suggested thai the right- hlnd
pip on the H-pol record might be the crown return), but if they could, indeed. be validated as hare
drop returns the measurement would become self-calibrating, ,ince the cross sction of a water ,phc'rC
of' given diameter is rather precisely known. However. if wC accCpt all Of the asunIIptions, inadc Ihtlw
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far, we would conclude from Fig. II that the simple "metallic cylinder" model is in surprising
agreement (within a few dB) with the measured behavior of Crown scattering and Horizontal Stalk ,..
scattering, but fails to account for the sharp cut-off and oscillating behavior of the Vertical Stalk
return. Obviously, for these large splashes, there is something seriously wrong with the assumptions
underlying our cylindrical scattering model for vertical polarization.

B. A Dielectric Waveguide Model of the Stalk:

In applying the metallic cylinder model, the basic assumptions are that the scattered field components
just outside the surface of the cylinder are uniform in the axial direction, that there are neither interior
fields nor end effects, and that the aoueous nature of the cylinder is accounted for by the empirical
factor D2 =0.5. However, dielectric cylinders can support a variety of internal waveguide modes.
and if these were excited by an incident wave one might expect some interesting scattering behavior.
Figure 12a shows the field configurations in a dielectric rod for the first (lowest) two waveguide
modes: TMO1 and TEO,. The cut-off freunencics for both modes are given by

.= .5/\(K - I l)a GHz. (6) ,

where K is the dielectric constant of the rod and a is its radius in cm. Isee Jackson, 1962, or John-
son, 19651. For water at X-band frequencies, K = 60, so the cut-off frequency for a 3mm stalk
diameter is 9.9 Ghz. Although we will not hold these formulas to exact applicability, it is comforting
that the cut-off frequency lies in the right rant.!e.

While the TEO, fields would be very difficult to excite with an external plane wave, the magnetic field
in the TMO, mode is a simple elaboration of the field in the metallic cylinder model. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 12b where the magnetic field circling the rod at the right is uniform along the rod,
while that belonging to the TMO, mode on the left has the same symmetry, but changes direction
along the rod with the periodicity of the wavelength in the rod. This wavelength is obtained from the
dispersion diagram for the mode, shown in Fig. 13 (based on Johnson, 1965, Fig. 4.45).

In order to explore the implications of this idea, we must imagine that somehow the vertically polar-
ized incident wave excites a TM01 mode as a standing wave in the growing stalk. The azimuthal
magnetic field in this mode is continuous across the surface. and enters the scattering integral in (A I)
to become the source of the scattered field. We see in Fig. 14a that as the stalk grows from zero, the
polarity of the magnetic field changes with each half-wavelength of stalk length. This phase depen-
dence. when added to that produced by oblique incidence and the grazing angle dependence of the
surface reflection coefficient, could give rise to a scattered field of considerable complexity. Without
attempting an actual solution of the dielectric rod problem, we will simulate the axial behavior of the
surface magnetic field by inserting a factor with the right periodicity into the integrand of (Al). A
cosine function is chosen to ensure that the electric field at the base of the rod will be tangential to
the rod surface, resulting in the substitution:

I(r 'j = tt(r i c . '(7)

where k, is the wavenumher in the dielectric rod, as given h\ the dispersion curve in Fig. 13. This
cosine factor now appears under the inmcral in (A3. wkith the integrated expression resembling, (A5)
but having twice as nan, term,,. In ordcr to determine the value to use for k,, we return to the cut-
off relation (6). As noted, the cmt-off frequency for a 3nmm diamelr water rod is at X-band. so we
expect the guide wavelcnglh t) differ \er\ little from the frte-space wavelength at the measurement
frequency , sing the cosine from (7) in (A31 with k -- A, and performing the integral to find the
equivalent of (A5) for the dielectric rod problem. e o\blain, finalh. the scattering behavior plotted in
Fig. 14b for the 15 gra/ing ,1m21 used in the experiment. The experimental profile is sketched to the
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same scale to compare the timei histories (quantitatively it turns out to be about twice the predicted
value.) Clearly, the dielectric rod model looks promising as an explanation for the peculiar behavior
of the vertically polarized splash.

Additional support for this hypothesis is found in some measurements being made by Hansen (private
comnlication) in which the equipment used to obtain the records shown in Figs. 5 and 6 measured
the backs.catter from a vertical water colunmn contained in a plastic tube. By recording the time his-
tory of' the scattered signal as the water was dtrained rapidly from the tube, the scattering behavior of'
a growingo (or decaving ) "s talk'' was simulated. An example is shown in Fig. 14'a for a 9cm column
with a diameter of 6mm.i illuminated at a grazing angle of 27'. In Fig. 14'b the corresponding
thcoi ciliefl result, based onl using, (7) in I A3) , is plotted for k k,, While the similarity of the two
ciii c'. I.. strikiniw. there are problems in both thle experiment (a water film is left inside the plastic
tub K the brief' 3(Xjnisee drainin- titeio, and the !heor. (the miode structure in the water column
\,ouid he- omiplicated hv the plastic sleevc supporting it: in fact, it was necessary to use the tree
Spdkc: ;I C icngth in the rod to obtain the agreen tent showvn. e'.en though the guide wavelength for the
oinii oul nd hav e been much shorter). Ne\ ertheless. thle agreement show,, in Figs. 14 and
14' CL'1ri.:l~k enhances the plausibilit\ of the model.

Tlie t ,,\iininet rics in the scattering profIles for the fa i ngi drops are probably due. at least in part. to a
differenlce between the growth and deeaN times Ibr thle stalk: the water column must labor to push
itse If ii p,\,oddagainst the forces of' gravity and surfaice tension, and Once havingI used uip the enlere\

the faillne- raindrop, it crashes'' in a i cinch shorter Interval (somectlimes breaking up Inl
tic.i. c-.as in filg. 3)). The displacement of the central peak [in I-ig. 14b and the rounded leading

cdi:it m :i H -pol return in Fig. 6 give evidence Of this type of' asvn mmetry. There are several other
teatuic'. mt the experimental records that require explanation. The large return at about 260 nisec in
the V p Ai record oif Fig. 6a (see also Fig. .5 is associated with a secondary stalk formed by the
'erait ' kif thle main stalk. Although these, secondarx, stalks can be quite tall, they are observed to be

\- erMin thus their cut-off frequency would be Much too high for dielectric-rod scattering, and they
\A~otild pitkibly scatter in the "metallic cy linder" miode. In tact, this V-pol return closely reseble
thle metiall Iyelinder H-pol return in the figure below it. Moreover. Hansen's preliminary measure-
fic[tis k-F scattering by water coIlum1n showeVd a thinner column (of the same height as that in Fig.
141 1" "..atter miore strongly than the taitter colunn and to display greatly reduced oscillations dur-

Th t '11 .IlCi~a sae returns macigot otl igh re produced by interference between the
adl\,1a1;r trlid rekcedine edCsh' of thle "ringwve as ',c e\will find in the next section. The 3mmn

,(jlk 0t) i.ldad he k iescd as at Sariant of tie 4111111 ease, or something quite different. We hak e
11 aiiiik, hetss cen tw o different 41ndrop Li in) Ill e2S. .5 and 0a. but wxe have no additional

\l. ttki .: ,ltllitt aItoid feel! ttil point Ithat seatterine front thle erown and stalk phases of' the
1) ',Il a.tlll fairis seIIC1,0d tiiesodt leai kjnltraIld . citittiderICe Inl numerical cross sectiti '

A 1ll Ila\ c tot [111it untl 1asulilrellt iii \pilal scatterine Mc a aflahle tfor a ss ider range, ot

- VIV. Ikl\ THE1 RING \N A\ F
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determined by high-speed photography, or what is almost as good, by using a video camera. Figure
15 is a sample of a frame-by-frame video record of natural rain falling on a water surface [Cavaleri,
1985-861. The ring waves are seen to stabilize quickly into a simple, well-defined shape that is
retained even as the waves pass through each other. This is one of the properties often ascribed to a
Soliton, although any linear wave group should also display this interpenetrability.

A. Characteristics of the Ring Wave:

Although of very low resolution compared to photographs, the video frames in Fig. 15 contain a
surprisingly large amount of information. The wave shape. and hence its peaks and troughs, can be
inferred from the shadow, relief. The maximum stalk height provides a rough yardstick for measur-
ing length,,. \hilc the vidco frame rate of one frame per 17 tnsec is the tick of the clock. Using these
measures, we should bc able to obtain cstimates of the waveform, amplitude and velocity of the ring
waves. Six sequences of the t\pc shown in FiL. 15 were analyzed in the manner of Fig. 16. The ini-
tial wave peak ernerges with the collapse of the crown in frame 3. The stalk reaches its maximum
height in frame 5. and as it collapses it produces the second ring wave peak in frame 7. In this
sequence we see a second stalk rising and collapsing in trames 9-13, giving rise to a weak secondary
ring wave starting in frame 13. (We have ignored the considerably weaker parasitic capillaries that
preceed the initial ring wave component.) All of the sequences analyzed looked the same, although %

not all displayed the "second splash.- The dashed lines trace the propagation of the wave peaks, and
their slopes give the wAae velocitv. Roug-h ohservation indicated that the maximum stalk heights
were of the order ot 1 inch, or ahout 2.5cm. Using this value to scale the radius of the expanding
ring wave, the velocities were of the order of 25 cm/sec, which is close to the minimum of the
velocity/wavelength characteristic for water waves (the transition between gravity and capillary
waves.) The basic waveform produced by the sequential collapse of crown and stalk consists of two
peaks separated by a trough. Applying the scale used to obtain the wave velocity, the two peaks
appear to be separated by about 1.5-2.0 cm. which lies. again, at the minumum of the
velocity/wavelength characteristic for water waves. This is reassuring, because it is just the kind of
natural response that one would expect for an impulsive excitation of this type.

The waveform will be approximated by a circular wave traveling with velocity V and having the pro-
file of a double- Gaussian of the form

.1
1 1 27

:) : ,, -:, ! I,...G (8):5

where 1),, is a reference radius, and the parameters A. B. and C are chosen to provide a zero-mean 0
water wavcrimn. which require,, that C( A '1. The cross-sectional contour of such a waveform with
peaks separated by 2 cm is shown in Fig. 17, and seems to reflect rather well the general impression
of the rclati, ely dccp trough separating the twoAi peaks. For this particular waveform. A= lcm.
B .65cm. and C -- 1.54: \e wAill use these \alucs in the numerical example below.

B. A Perturbation Theor.i of' Ring Wac Scattering:

It is ohviows tron the teurc , that the atn llitude )t the ring \ka\ke can be at most a millimeter or so.
inakini! this one of the 1c,", seittehiue t,,itircs on a watci uiiaicc to which a perturbation approxiiia- ".'

tion m11a%, legitiniately be applied ,1t inierowas; treqciineics. Wc will uw Wright's expression 11901
for scattering fto m a tirlace p rtirbnth on when / <" I w i, the maxim un height of the perturba-

turn):
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where the angle factors gf are given hv Valenzuela 1 19781. and plotted here in Fig. 18 for
water at X-band frequencies. For the ciclrysnnercperturbation in (8), the surface integral in
(9) becomes the Hankel Transformi of the ring wave perturbation. and, as shown in the Appendix, the
cross section given in (9) takes the form given in (A 16:-

n~ 2ik41 2 C.. 4 si -at+ r4. (0

Somec typical vralueis for thle ring wave paraine!trs might he A= I and B =65 as used in Fig. 17,
V =25cmi/sec as, interred fromt Fiiz,. 16, a =0. 1cm at I 1cm, and a=2kcos 4 for X-band
illumination at 15' Rcrinu to Fie. 18, wxe see that for V-polarization, the g-factor is 0.63. so put-A

ting all this into 119 9, wke find the ring wave cross section to .the

mi) 0.17 sii-r( (Xli -t 7r/4jcin II

This expression predicts at return that oscillates wkith at period of' about 30 misec and with an amlplitude
about 6dB belowk the height of' the V-pol crown return. wAhich almost exactly describes the small.
equally spaced returns to the right of' the main stalk retainr in Fig. 6a. For horizontal polarization, the

g-lctr u~c Il 1 1, sen o e 0(13 ovc, o te ing\Ai\ scattering for this polarization

wAould be wel'l hel() Ix th threshold of ohservation.

V1. PREDICTION OF THE RAIN-RATE D)EPEND)ENCE OF" SPLASH SCATTER

The scattering models developed above pIeCttV well de~scribe the scattering behavior displayed in
the laboratory experiments, but in order to apply these models to real rain splashes we would have to
know much miore about the characteristics of' such splashes and the distributions of their parameters
than we do at the present time.

A. The Stalk-Height D~istribution:

We know that in natural rain thle drops varN in sl/c acodnto at rop-size distribution, which is a

function of' rain rate. We haeobserved that the splash dimensions scem to scale, in some wav, with
the size of the impacting (drop, so we might expect that the mndix dual splash cross sections would also
be (list ribUtedI it! thle Manner of at drop-s izc (list rihut ion. [Ihe ,talk is clearly the most important
scattering, feature Ii the Nplash. and careful s~aIii in of ni1axinltuim stailk heights fromt video records of%

natural rain splashes for N-MarioS rain rates ICax aleri. I 980 1 hax e show il two caises in which the distri-
bitlion of, mna\xi mu in stalk heights looks verx ini cli like a L awvs- Parsons drop-size distribution. This

may be seen bx comparing the Cavaleri stalk-hcieht d11,1istritin 101' \,itfi the Lawks- Parsons drop-size dis-

tributions Ise. e .g-., I labv . et al,. 19811 for thec same rain rate R, it~s is done in Fig. 19 for

R = 4minhr and R 0.4ntin/hr. Such conipa risomis also yield in enmpirical estimate of' a scale factor
that cmi be used 0) convert dlrop sizes to spliII iieishi Note that tfie peaks of the two stalk-
height dihitn(1rv in tIeI. P)~ occu 1t Ii Jj ii id I -Scu. rsptve. while the peaks of the
correspondlim- drop-Ni/e distributions appmir at 1) 1I and I 7cmn. lhc indicated scale factors h_1i)
coux er the lowerc cmrcs. inti 1L the istriiutons skehed onto0 th1C Lipper Cuirxes. thus establishing at

relationship Ibe;C1 IIAxxIII ec aximI Ii tlk liei hits, Amd the i/ Of tlie dkrl t ps producling them.- While indi-

vidual i' Is cd Iiw [I' ii IL\ 11)Ie( d 101 sizeC of Pi I butl 11 M depidin I n mu (n meteorologeica;l condlit tons,. the

Sililat1 (0 thC Stalk 11heicli And drop-size itih usInlli 1) siieeecsts that thle l.,iws-Parsons dis-

tribtn 1,, , il) !ight s'uumetuuime" puu Cie A ioN"11-hle Lstnn~witr of th stlk height distributiotijut/it.
f[mmr such case's we x i n

1 rit
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B. -ohe Effects of Surface Slopes:

In modeling the scattering from natural raindrop splashes on a real sea surface, we must make some
assumption about the state of the surface. The laboratory measurements described earlier were made
with the mirror-flat water surface of an indoor tank, so the local grazing angle could be put equal to
the antenna depression angle. But such surfaces are quite unusual on open bodies of water, since
there is usually a little wind somewhere on the surface leading to sonic local "swell" or "chop,"
even for "calm" conditions, and in estuarine waters like the Chesapeake Bay, there will be agitations
due to the gradients of the tidal currents and to boating, both pleasure and commercial. And of
course, the splashes themselves produce some measure of "microchop.' For these reasons, the sur-
face on which the raindrop splashes are produced will generally have a non-vanishing slope which
must be taken into account in defining the local grazing angle in the scattering formulas.

The grazing angle enters the expression for the stalk cross section through the factors C and F in (5).
In C it appears in a cosine, whose small variation from unity over the range of angles of interest here
(2-15') will be ignored. The function F, on the other hand, is a sensitive function of grazing angle,
through both the kh sin ¢ dependence of its trigonometric functions and the surface reflection coeffi-
cient for the vertically polarized case. The effect of surface slope on stalk cross section may there-
fore be calculated simply by replacing the F 2 factor in (5) by its average over the surface slope
distribution p(s):

op.

+~i S 2 (1(3)d
Fj"' F: " (4., + )1P(s)ds3)

where the lower limit corresponds to zero local grazing angle, below which the stalk would be in
shadow." Although we really do not know what slope distribution to expect under the conditions

we are discussing, we probably will not go too far wrong by assuming it to be Gaussian, with rms
value s,,. Figure 20 illustrates the result, calculated from (13), for a grazing angle of 2' and rms
slopes of 0.01, 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15. Comparison with the corresponding curves for a 2' grazing
angle in Fig. 9 shows how important the effects of slope can be, particularly for horizontal polariza-
tion (this was also found to be true in the case of sea scatter [see Wetzel, 19871).

C. Calculating the Average Cross Section:

The instantaneous stalk cross section given in (5). with the F-factor replaced by the average 13), is a
function of stalk radius a . stalk height It , mean grazing angle , and radar frequency ./. Both the
radius a and the maximum stalk height h,, are observed to scale with the drop diameter 1). so it will
be assumed that a is simply proportional to It,,. This means that the cross section in (5) nia, be con-
sidered to be a tfunction (f' maximum stalk height It,, and instantaneous stalk height It.

o(h /I,,) C 112 (i(,, : tf-,, 'tlh)w (14) '

where the dependence on and f is assumed. There are only tx\o splash-related parameters. h1 and
h,, so il wc let p (h , It, R1dId/t,, tc the probabilit, ton- rain rate R that a stalk will have a maximum

height hetwcen It, and It, dh,, and be observed at a height between It and It + dh then the aver-
age cross ,ection per stalk for rain rate R is \\ritten is

,j, (R ) a, ( , t, ),(ht ,ht,.IR ),l lh,. (15) -

The problem, then. is to find the joint prt)babilitv densitN [,h . h, ), R?

.-.,
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In discussing the laboratory measurements of stalk scattering in section IV, we assumed that the stalk
rose and fell linearly, although there was evidence that the stalk labored up to its maximum height,
and then fell more quickly. However, if we again assume that the rise and fall is linear, then the dis-
tribution of stalk heights seen by the radar will be uniform, so the provisional probability that a stalk
of maximum height h,, will be observed at a height h is just

/h,, h <h,,
p(h h,,) = O. h >h (16)

and the joint probability becomes:
-d

Pth It,,. R ) p( It,, p,, R ) (( h/,, Y(h :R). (17) J

Using (14) and 817) in (15). the average cross section per stalk for rain rate R may be written in the
form

(r / R ) = 1 i ,,1) (ht,, R ). . hI €.,I

where all of the scattering behavior is contained in the function

(h,-2h, , C (h, dh h2 !F'(h) (19

By separating the integrand in this way, it becomes possible to examine the interaction between the
scattering characteristics of the stalks and their size distributions. At the top of Fig. 21 we show a
stalk height distribution p(h,,) of the type found in Fig. 19. while below it the scattering functions

./ (h) are given for a mean surface slope s,, = 0. 1 and a stalk diameter 2a = 0. 1h,,. No
account has been taken in the V-pol cur e of the possibility of exciting the dielectric-waveguide -

modes discussed in section IV.B: the dashed line at -18 dB indicates the level associated with the
onset of such a mode for a stalk height corresponding to a drop size of roughly 3mm.

"I

Taking the a,crage oer the stalk height distribution according to (18). the average stalk cross sec-
tions for the 6.4nim hr rain rate become

(1, 48 dBin. o 6 dB.in R 6.4mm/hr, (20a)

and doing the same thing tor the other rain rate in Fig. 19, xxe obtain
1i -I!

S= 51 dflin-, M in- 75 dBlnr. R 4.0nuli/hr. (20b)

This exatiple illutrttes \%hat is alread i ohx iou. i F111 21. the \crticallv polarized return is deter-
mined chicll h, the doninant bulge in the drop (stalk) si/c distribution, so is only weakly dependent
on the rain rate. vh ilc the horiontall\ polaiizcd return is most sensitive to the population of larger

drops (stalks) in the tail of the distribution, and is thus seit)ht both the rain rate and the particu-
lar shape ol the si/c distribtiion curve.

Finally. in order to 'on\ ert mn cross sectlios per stalk Into Norniali/ed Radar ('ross Sections
(NR('S's tor stalk ScalterIn in natural rain, we \,%ill iced the /lu.i oI stalk production o) the surface -

i.e.. the rtinber ol ,talk,, per square meter per scnd produced On the surlace. as a function of rain

rate R. Although not c\cr, drop will produce a stalk, the llux o raindrops of all sites on the surtace
is given in .'gal. et al, 119771 h the empirical cxpression

jo0

.2 N '



N, (R) = 1920 R" " drops/in - sec (21)

On the other hand, Cavaleri 119861 has measured the fluX of stalk production by direct observation,
and found that while the temporal behavior of the stalk flux will be different for different "rains." a
reasonable value for rain rates of about 4mm 'hr is A, - 4(X) stalks,'nm-sec, which is less than a tenth
of the total drop flux given by (21) fbr the same R. Whatever the correct expression turns out to be,
the stalk flux must be multiplied by the stalk hfilime 7, to get the total number of stalks per square
meter that will be scattcring back to the radar at any instant. Thus the NRCS for stalk scattering
becomes:

NRC'S - o, R ) N, (R) T, m'm (22)

Unfortunately, there are as vet no measurements by which the predictions of this theory could be
tested with ari confidence. The measurement h Hansen several years ago 19841, shown here in
Fig. 4, consisted of median (not mean) backscaier data from the first few minutes of a beginning
rainfall Moreover, it is unlikely that an equilibrium drop-size distribution would exist during such
periods, so the kinds of' statistical drop (or stalk) size distributions we have been discussing could not
even be defined, much less parameterized, by such a number as rain rate R.

V1. SIUMMARY AND ('ONCII'SIO)NS

As a natural scatterer, the raindrop splash has a strong appeal for the scattering phenomenolo-
gist. It has three simple, cylindrically symmetric parts-the crown, the stalk, and the ring wave.
These parts appear separately in a well defined time sequence. and can be treated as isolated, non-
interacting scatterers, ollowing simple laws of growth and decay. The crown and stalk resemble cir-
cular cylinders closely enough that well established formalisms may be used to estimate their scatter-
ing behavior, and the ring wave constitutes one of the few natural surface events to which a perturba-
tion theory may be applied with any confidence. Yet, laboratory investigations of splash scattering
have disclosed unexpected features in the scattering behavior that can be explained only by invoking
more sophisticated models of the scattering process.

When applied to tie Aell-defined and reproducible structures of a laboratory splash, the scatter-
ing models deeloped in this report have tended to describe the observed scattering behavior quite
wel,. Although calibration (i the experimental returns was uncertain, the predicted cross sections
appeared to be of the righl order of magnitude. The speculative "'dielectric waveguide'" model of
stalk scatterint, tor \cr fial poiari tat i pro ldcd a qualitative explanation for the most puzzling aspect
of the kahoralor\ ntleC1irelicnt,, hiut ,. hile there is ,ome encouraging support for it in recent measure-
ients, it can he U nsidCrCd little mut;re than a prioiscat i e h\potlhesis without further experimental

confirnat ion.

The miajor problCns in appl ing thesc modcls to scattering by natural rain splashes on a real sea
surtace liC in OahInmL' rcalislic est'iimc I t:11:ilk heitht (liribtions and determining the effects of
real surtace shpcs 4m 'i-rs "A,,tAoih Proedic 'iils I iuLuniti de hehas ior of the stalk scattering func-
tion against samplc Italk tleclth dlrleadsl 110 to ' ue conclion that vertically polarized returns
will be o jls v(eakl\ dLWndCt on im rait \l bileo /ouiail\ 1~oari/ed retlurns 1 ill be sensitive to
both rain rah' intl ie detals, 1 ilt h ,1k lI dI-triu u cursl '\ 'nu-unatly. the mleasurenments made
thus tar ii naltUil tim at k flic , iPnnltateo's od t11,0th ' "Cs itall\ drop (or stalk height) distri-
btlli ns ,nl santd t -.' i hp 1'1s IkP ii le e slf i Ihuluemuuhellt' I IIutcilompirison be een lheor\ and
e xpi'riiluuent
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The accumulation of a body of experimental data that would directly settle the outstanding prob-
lems in splash scattering on a a natural water surface is likely to be expensive, time-consuming, and
frustrating. However, the theory is really quite straight- forward and believable, so some fairly rea-
sonable inferences could be made from improved laboratory studies involving smaller grazing angles,
a wide assortment of drop sizes, impact velocities closer to normal terminal velocities, and a surface
that could be agitated to produce the varying slopes of a natural surface. Stalk scattering via a
"dielectric waveguide" mode could be investigated as a separate problem. Such information, coupled
with an expanded library of measured stalk height distributions and fluxes versus rain rate, should
provide a basis for an adequate, if yet somewhat incomplete, understanding of the problem of rain-
drop splash scattering from -calm'" sea surfaces.

As mentioned in the Introduction, this Report takes only a first step toward understanding the
larger problem of how rain affects scattering from the sea surface. Much work remains to be done in
this challenging field.
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APPENDIX

1. Derivation of the Multipath Factor F" ' ,_

In Fig. 7. the scattering cylinder is pictured as a stack of discs of thickness dz, each scattering
as if it were a slice of an infinite cylinder of radius a. Formally, the scattered (magnetic) field may
be written in the following integral form I Kerr, 19511:

H F) - s J) -i, vh vfi (F))e '" ' 'dS' (A 1)

where h, is the direction to the observer and &f/(f') is the tangential component of the total mag-

netic field at the surface ol the cylinder, and is proportional to the incident field at the point F' and to
one or the other of the eigenfunction expansions in (1). (2). These two factors can be separated by
writing

(h', x h .% ) ( (l, x f x Iti, )H,,,. (:) (A2)

where Hi,,,. is the combination of direct and surface-reflected fields at the height z, and H, contains
the eigenfunction expansion. For monostatic radar, the scattered field returns to the source over the
same two paths that delivered the incident field to the disc, the two directions defining different ti, 's
in (Al). Although we could go through the formal manipulations via (Al), it easier and clearer to
recognize that there are four possible ways a given disc can interact with the radar: direct ray
incident, reflected ray incident, scattering into direct and surface reflected rays in both cases. Let
Pi,, denote the phases relative to the reference plane RP in figure (Al), where I=direct ray,
2=reflected ray, and RP is defined by the grazing angle and maximum cylinder height h.

The total scattered field is obtained from two integrals of the form of (A I). where only the
phase factors remain inside the integral and all of the remaining factors are contained in the expres-
sion H(k , a, i' R) (verification is left as an exercise for the reader):

1 11  Ic Rc + Re '  R c W)

R( ,!') is the (conplcx) retlection coefficient for ater at frequency t and grazing angle ,. and can
be found in Saxton and Lane 119551. The phascs are obtained trom the Figure above, and take the
form:

P,,= 2kW (f 1  - ' 2)(/l + Ph 4 - )sin (A4)

'-

I 1)1 2k 1 ( ,ill 1.

The integrals arc easily pertf ricd, to icld .i tachr w

ht+(t,.~e h i+ h .. ihmi) 2R A5)

R :' ' . .. lh ,,1m e )I

15S
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which is used in Eqns. (3) and (4) for the metallic cylinder cross sections.

2. Reduction of Scattering Integral for the Ring Wave

The scattering integral in Eqn. (9) is given in rectangular coordinates for a plane wave incident -S

in the positive-x direction: -

Il(k cos , t) = s i (x,y ,t)e i2kcos¢ x dy. (A61 ,

The ring wave is circularly symmetric, so the integral can be transformed into circular coordinates
with the substitutions:

(x..;t) = (p~t) " x = pcosO, v = psinO. dxdy =pdpdO (A7)

and written
oo 2 ?r'%

1(k cos 4' t) = 10 (pt) eiLkPcswcosdOI pdp (A8)
0.4

27r 5 (p; 1)J,, (2k p c os )pd p

which is just 27r times the Hankel Transform of the ring wave perturbation. Substituting (8) into (A8)
gives two terms of the form:

. p ( -- Itl I.
00

1,(k,4';t) =2ra p,' 2  e a J,,(2k pcos )p" 2 dp (A9)

where A corresponds to either A or B. The ring wave is not fully developed until it is at least a stalk
height, or so, from the splash center, so at X-band frequencies the argument of J,, in (A9) will gen-
erally be much greater than unity over the range of radii that are important in ring wave scattering.
This means that we can use the asymptotic approximation for the Bessel function:

J,,(cXp) p sin ((Yp + ir/4) (AI0)

/M 2 2 '

and

12 / /2 1r/
4  

A Y -C'"c (All)
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A1

The plus and minus phases may be viewed as identifying contributions from the receding and
approaching sides of the ring wave. respectively. Because of the gaussian factors, the contributions to
the integrals occur from a narrow range of p Vt +E A. so we introduce a new variable
u = p - Vt, and write %

_ - vo_ --
e A e~l -" = ±iJ~ e a: e ±(" du (AI2) ,

J4,.

The integral of the RHS is a standard type:

- ::
e e ±H"Udu A \ re (A13)

by which the individual integrals are reduced to

I% 27r2a A e 4 sin (oiVt + r/ 4) (A14) 1.

'.

and the scattering integral (A6) to

• I- xA :_l(a B):2"

I \2(2ra)(p,,/1)1' 2 Ae 4 - BCe 4 J sin (aVt + 7r/4). (A15)

Substituting into the expression (9) for the ring wave cross section yields, finally,

- (A -±!,B I .
4 2 4o(t) 32 trk 4 a 2 g 2(fk)H (p,,/ao)A 2 Ie 4 - e B sin2 (oaVt + 7r/4). (A16)
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